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ABSTRACT

* The k-values of a series of subcritical
assemblies of 3% enriched U02 pins in a
boron-steel wall skip, representing

* fuel-storage configurations, have been
measured in the DIMPLE reactor. Critical
assemblies have also been built, some
containing 7X enriched V02 pins and
simulating gross loading errors in a
transport flask. The calculational methods
generally used in the UK for criticality
assessments have been used to obtain
predicted k-values to compare with the
measured results.

1. INTRODUCTION

The low-power, water-moderated reactor
; DIMPLE, at AEE Winfrith provides a general

criticality service to the nuclear industry
I in the UK. The primAry atm df the

*- experimentsis to.validate the methods
currently used in criticality assessments,
in particular the MONK6 Monte Carlo code and
the WIMS codes.-

The reactor programme covers both
sub-critical and critical experiments,
allowing normal operating conditions and
extreme accident situations to be simulated.
Both were included in a series of
experiments carried out in a twenty-
compartment, boron-steel walled skip. This
is the type placed in a lead-lined steel
flask for the transport of irradiated CAGR
fuel and is also used for pond storage.

The paper first describes the
measurement of the k-values of a variety of
subcritical arrays using 3% enriched uranium
oxide pins In the skip, simulating storage
configurations. The first of these
assemblies and the modified source

multiplication technique (MSM) used to
determine the k-values were described in
References 1 and 2. The experimental
k-values are compared with prediction. One
highly subcritical assembly provided a
'blind benchmark' to test the consistency of
criticality calculation methods throughout
the UK.

The critical experiments simulated a
gross loading error in a transport flask by
Introducing 7Z enriched uranium oxide pins
into a single compartment firstly near the
centre and then at the edge of the skip,
displacing the 3% enriched cluster normally
present. Again calculated k-values are
compared with measurement.

II. BRIEF DETAILS OF THE ASSEMBLIES

As described in References 1 and 2, the
skip consists of boron steel plates, 5.23mm
thick, arranged in a 5 x 4 array of
compartments, each 258mm square. The mean
boron content Is 1.04±0.06 w/o. Special
lattice plates provide 365 locations for
DIMPLE fuel pins in each compartment.

The standard DIMPLE fuel is sintered 3%
enriched uranium oxide pellets, 5.06mm
radius, wrapped in stacks in aluminium foil
and loaded in stainless steel cans, to give
a fuel height of 693mm. The 7Z enriched
pins are similar in design but the pellets
have a radius of only 3.71mm.

The reference assembly for the
subcritical and critical work contained 196
3% pins in each compartment, see Figure la.
The assembly was critical with a flooded
fuel height of 50.25cm. By lowering the
water level, a suitable sub-critical
reference configuration for the MSM
measurements, with a k-value of 0.993 was
obtained.
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a) 196 3% pins b) 132 31 pins

c) 221 3% pins d) 152 31 pins

e) 137 3% pins f) 52 3% pins

g) 248 7% pins

Figure 1 - Compartment Loadings in the Skip

The subsequent subcritical assemblies
were based on circular clusters of 3% pins.
Figures lb to If show the various centered
compartment loadings. The 112-pin cluster
corresponds to the optimum fuel to moderator
ratio and the 221-pin cluster to a
close-packed array. The 152-pin cluster has
the optimum fuel to moderator ratio in the
centre but a close-packed arrangement at the
edge to improve coupling between clusters.
The 137-pin cluster represents pins in a

larger container on
the 112-pin array.
the lowest k-value.

the same pitch as for
The 52-pin cluster gave

As well as the assemblies with twenty
compartments of centered clusters, other
assemblies were built with the clusters
moved into groups of 4 and as close as
possible to the skip centre (1). Possible
dropped-pin accidents were simulated in some
of these cases by adding pins between and
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around the central six clusters, see Figure
2. In order to have enough pins to add to
the 221-pin clusters, it was necessary to

*:,_ remove some pins from the outer edges of the
.outer clusters. The final assembly in this

series had aluminium plates between the
V.`% 112-pin clusters and the wall of the central

six compartments, as seen in Figure 3,
simulating loss of water, thereby increasing

2A.K interaction between compartments.
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Figure 2 - Central 6 Compartments -
208 Dropped Pins Between 221-Pin Clusters

In all the subcritical assemblies, the
water level was 75mm above the top of the
fuel.

The two critical assemblies simulating
gross loading errors contained clusters of
7% enriched pins in place of the 3% pins in
one of the central compartments or an
adjacent edge compartment-, marked X and Y
respectively in Figure 4. The assemblies
were deiigned'in collaboration with the
Safety and Reliability Directorate at

Culcheth and CEA at Fontenay-oux-Roses and
the work was supported by the CEC.

Preliminary calculations showed that
the optimum fuel to moderator ratio for the
smaller 7% enriched pins corresponded to
about 280 pins in each compartment. In
order to maintain approximately the same
critical moderator height in all three
critical assemblies, the reactivity increase
produced by introducing the 7% pin clusters
was compensated by removing pins from the
corners of the clusters in all
compartments.

Thus the first perturbed assembly
contained a cluster of 248 7% pins (see
Figure Ig) in compartment X (Figure 4) and
172 3% pins in the other 19 compartments;
(the 3% clusters were obtained by removing 6
pins from each corner of the 196-pin
arrangements of Figure la.) The second
perturbed assembly had the same 248-pin
cluster in compartment Y and 184 3% pins In
the other 19 compartments (ie 3 pins removed
from each corner of .the 196-pin array).

The submerged fuel heights were 51.98cm
and 52.83cm for the first and second
perturbed assemblies respectively, compared
with 50.25cm for the reference assembly.

III. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE MSM TECHNIQUE
AND DISCUSSION

The basis of the MSM technique was
described in detail In Reference 2.
Calculated correction factors are obtained
to allow for the departure from the point
model approximation in which the reaction
rate on any detector, In source-driven
subcritical assemblies, is inversely
proportional to the negative reactivity.
These factors are obtained from source-mode

Ehi8EELe2

Figure 3 - Location of Aluminium Plates Figure 4 - Compartments Containing 7% Pins
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and eigen-value calculations. A factor for
each of several detectors is applied to its
experimental count-rate ratio in the
reference and the subcritical assembly under
study to deduce the ratio of the assembly
subcriticalities, and hence the reactivity
and k-value of the subcritical assembly.
The consistency of the reactivities deduced
from detectors in a wide variety of
positions in an assembly gives an indication
of the random uncertainties of the result,
arising from counting statistics,
reproducibility of counter positions and
particularly the calculated flux
distributions.

The sources were generally introduced
Into the central two compartments of the
skip. Neutron detectors were placed in a
total of 29 locations, in the pin clusters,
in compartment corners and outside the skip.
Most detectors were adjusted axially to the
centre of the submerged fuel.

The initial calculation of the
correction factors used the SNAP
diffusion-theory code (3) in XY geometry
with LWRWIMS cross-sections (4). The
resulting standard deviations on the average
k-values were more than twice the random
uncertainties (1). The results for each
group of detectors gave k-values from the
skip corners which were below the mean,
while those from outside the skip were
above. The standard deviations for a given
group of detectors were smaller than for all
the detectors combined, but were still
greater than expected. The mean results
from the detectors in the pin clusters were
close to the overall average.

When the correction factors were
obtained for the assemblies with centered
112 and?221-pin clusters, using the TWOTRAN
transport-theory code (5), the standard
deviations for each group of detectors and
the differences between the results for the
three groups were both significantly
reduced.

From this analysis, when only diffusion
theory was used, the recommended k-value is
that from the detectors in the fuel
clusters.

Transport theory only was used to
calculate the correction factors for the
52-pin clusters, where alternate meshes of
pin cells and water were necessary, and for
the assembly with the aluminium plates,
which are particularly transparent to

neutrons. In these cases, results from
detectors inside and outside the skip were
used.

IV COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND CALCULATED
K-VALUES FOR THE SUBCRITICAL
ASSEMBLIES

Table 1 summarises the experimental
k-values from MSM for the 13 subcritical
assemblies. Also shown are the calculated
results from LWRWIMS-TWOTRAN in XY geometry,
with a suitable axial buckling derived from
experiment, and from the Monte Carlo code
MONK6.4A (provisional) (6), with full 3D
representation by BNFL (7). Small
corrections have been made to the k-values
for the calculations which did not represent
the source tubes.

In general, good agreement Is seen
between measurement and both methods of
prediction. The measurements confirmed that
the reactivity increases on moving the
clusters within the compartments were small.
There is a tendency for the calculations to
give a larger worth than experiment for the
addition of pins between the central
clusters.

The mean calculation-measurement
differences and the associated standard
deviations about the means from the k-values
in Table 1 for TWOTRAN and MONK6.4A are
0.007±0.008 and 0.009x0.013 respectively.

Table 2 shows calculated k-values for
the assembly with the 52-pin clusters which
was used as a 'blind benchmark' test for
various organisations in the UK. All the
calculations used Monte Carlo methods. Most
used MONK6.3, one used MONK5.3 with a
correction on the basis of previous analyses
and-bne also used the US code, KENO. All
the results showed satisfactory agreement
with experiment. The standard deviation
about the mean of 0.699 for the 5 results
from MONK6.3 is 0.010. This is larger than
the errors of 0.004 to 0.006 estimated by
the code, but it is now recognised that this
version of the code underestimates the error
(8).

V. CALCULATED K-VALUES FOR THE CRITICAL
ASSEMBLIES

Table 3 gives the calculated k-values
for the three just-critical assemblies. The
Monte Carlo codes MONK6.3 and its French
equivalent MORET were used with full 3D
representations by SRD (9) and CEA (10)
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Table 1

Comparison of Measured k-values for the Subcritical Assemblies with Prediction

Predicted k-value

Array Measured
k-value LWRWIMS- MONK6.4A

TWOTRAN (la - 0.006)

112-pin clusters, centred 0.843+0.014 0.844 0.841

112-pin clusters, groups of 4 0.863+0.011 0.861 0.866

112-pin clusters, closest to skip centre 0.864±0.011 0.867 0.865

112-pin clusters, closest to skip centre 0.913+0.006 0.923 0.927
+96 dropped pins

221-pin clusters, centred 0.778tO.020 0.778 0.778

221-pin clusters, closest to skip centre 0.801±0.015 0.801 0.823

221-pin clusters, closest to skip centre, 0.804+0.015 0.798 0.809
edge pins removed

221-pin clusters, closest to skip centre, 0.843±0.011 0.855. 0.871
edge pins removed +92 dropped pins

221-pin clusters, closest to skip centre, 0.867+0.008 0.890 0.894
edge pins removed +208 dropped pins

152-pin clusters, centred 0.865±0.011 0.875 0.854

137-pin clusters, centred 0.899+0.007 0.916 0.915

52-pin clusters, centred 0.707±0.015 0.720 _

112-pin clusters,,centred 0.866+0.007 0.877
+34 aluminoum plates

Notes

1 The k-values are for the assemblies with source tubes present in the central two
compartments.

2 For the last two assemblies, the experimental results are the averages from all
detectors using MSM correction factors from TWOTRAN. For the other assemblies, the
'experimental results are the averages from the in-cluster detectors using MSM
correction factors from SNAP. The uncertainties include a systematic contribution of
±5X from the determination of the subcritical reactivity of the reference assembly.

3 Most calculations were for the assembly with no source tubes present and calculated
corrections have been applied.
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Table 2

Summary of k-values for "Blind Benchmark"

Mean k-value
Source Code and

Standard Deviation

SRD (Culcheth) MONK6.3 0.696 ± 0.005

CTS (Risley) MONK6.3 0.721 ± 0.006

Dounreay MONK6.3 0.683 + 0.006

BNFL (Risley) HONK6.3 0.697 + 0.005

BNFL (Sellafield) MONK6.3 0.699 + 0.005
KENO 0.700 + 0.004

CEGB MONK5.3 (Adjusted) 0.735 ± 0.005

DIMPLE Experiment 0.711 ± 0.015

0,

'z,.

.�

.4..'
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Note: The k-values are for the assembly with no source tubes
present.

Table 3

Calculated k-values for Just-Critical Assemblies from
MONR6.3, HORET and TWOTRAN

HONK6.3 MORET TWOTRAN
Assembly Description

k-eff a k-eff a k-eff

Reference 1.003 0.004 - 1.005 0.003 1.002

7: Enriched Fuel Pins . 1.013 0.004 1.012 0.003 1.001
In Central
Compartment

7% Enriched Fuel Pins 1;009 0.004 1.012 0.003 1.000
In Edge Compartment

respectively, and LWRWIHS-TWOTRAN was
also used, in XY geometry with measured
axial bucklings.

MONK6.3 represented each pin
explicitly, and used its associated point
energy cross-section data. For MORET,

cell-average cross-sections for the pin
cells were obtained and the calculations
were carried out in 89 groups. Some
preliminary preparation of cross-sections
was necessary to represent the 7Z pin
cluster in the XY geometry of TWOTRAN.
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Each calculation method gave good
: :predictions of the k-values, agreeing to

W 'about 0.01 with experiment, with a general
*ft tendency for the predictions for the

perturbed assemblies to be higher than for
.ithe reference assembly.

In contrast, however, comparison of
isieasured reaction-rate distributions across
*che skip with predictions from TWOTRAN show
ndifferent effects in the two perturbed

~'2*i issemblies. While there is reasonable
.s agreement between calculated and

.cxperimental reaction-rate distributions
with the perturbation near the centre of the

.skip, calculation overestimates the fission
'. 'rates in the 7X compartment at the edge of

ty:the skip by about 20%. In fact
consideration of the neutron balance for
this second assembly suggests that
decreasing all the calculated reaction-rates

s' in the perturbed compartment by 20% would
:hange the total production and absorption
in such a way that the overall k-value of
the whole assembly would not be
significantly altered. This is an example
-of an accurate calculated k-value not
necessarily being an indication that all

g other parameters of the assembly are well
... predicted.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
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